
HOW DOES POLITICAL FACTORS EFFECT DELL

This PEST analysis of Dell Technologies examines the many regulations they must Countries with poor relationships
can directly influence Dell Technologies '.

IdeaStorm: Dell launched IdeaStorm in to engage with customers and to understand their needs and
preferences to develop products. The higher the educational standard, the higher is the demand. Take India and
Pakistan, for example. Such policies often hinder foreign companies from entering into these markets.
Sometimes the cost of shipping is dramatically increased, adding additional hundreds of dollars just for a
customer to get the product to their home. Guanxi in Chinese term referring to interpersonal connections
between each country. This would introduce an element of uncertainty and instability due to which DELL
would be hesitant to do business in such a country. The national demand for DELL computers is dependent on
the educational level prevailing in a specific country. To keep up with the competition, they acquired
Alienware, a nationally recognized gaming computer. Dell has been betting on a strong replacement cycle
from , helped by Microsoft's next-generation Windows 7 operating system, to help pull it out of the current
slowdown. Industry This chapter deals with the industry that the Dell company is working in. Scribd, in laptop
industry as crucial low cost leadership can be achieved through technological advancements and it also
provides easy differentiation to the company. Many macro-environmental factors are country-specific and a
PEST analysis will need to be performed for all countries of interest. Average Chinese consumer as generally
not being very loyal and were uncomfortable using credit cards online thus hurting online sales. This would be
a great opportunity if DELL is considering entering such a market. Real GDP Gross Domestic Product growth,
rising consumer confidence and currency exchange rates all provide insight into the health of the computer
hardware industry. It is the first computer system company that offered next-day and on-site product service,
going internationally in  The knowledge about the macro environment now allows an in-depth analysis of the
Dell company. The essay is the student's work and is not an example of our expert essay writers' work. Apart
from it, political stability is a sign of economic stability and a flourishing market. As already seen in 2. Also
due to increasing purchasing power, third-world countries which were formerly not considered an attractive
market by computer manufacturers all of a sudden have become more attractive. Grid, Dell developed new
market for their product worldwide. Additionally, the brand image of a computer and lifestyle trends get more
and more decisive for the purchasing decision. Regarding a complete computer system, there are no substitute
products.


